Toilet Center-Pull tissue dispenser

Hygiene Center-Pull dispensing system for controlled flow of paper consumption

KEY OPERATING FEATURES
Operation System: Unique funnel, for maximum Hygiene
Economy: Center Pulls system decreases flow of paper consumption about 60% against common toilet dispensers
Usage: Easy in use. Each user pull the paper out from the dispenser. A piece of paper in convenient size is ready for use

CONSTRUCTION
Material: Tough, easy to clean industrial plastic
Locks: Generic, fixed or proprietary key available

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
- Easy loading with quick access
- Available in 4 colors White, Dark Blue, Sky Blue & Silver

PAPER SPECIFICATIONS
Roll height: 138mm
Roll width: 210mm
Core: Removing core

DISPENSER SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 150mm
Width: 273mm

Decreases paper consumption about 60%
Unique center pull system for maximum economy & Hygiene
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